When The Honeymoon Stops Shining
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Andante moderato

VAMP Till Ready

I was married but at last I'm free,
Once two lovers in a small canoe,

There'll be no more wedding bells for me;
In a love boat only built for two;
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For I've found the matrimony sea
Tried a friend into their little ship

Isn't deep, but shallow as can be.
And the friend spoiled both lovers' trip.

The little wedding bell can often ring your knell;
Entrance of a friend can make the love joys end:

CHORUS (Slow)

When the honeymoon stops shining Life is not a dream.

When the Honeymoon-3
Life is not all honey blisses, roses sweet and lovely kisses;

There are signs of storm a showing, when in Cupid's boat you're rowing,

When the honeymoon refuses to shine.